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• Is it possible?
• What are the scientific issues?
• How would those predictions

be used?
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Science for ScienceScience for Science
Decadal PredictabilityDecadal Predictability……

A really interesting problem!A really interesting problem!
A Goal: Improve our understanding of how
the global climate system works.
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Climate changeClimate change  attributionattribution

““Most of the observed increase in globallyMost of the observed increase in globally
averaged temperatures since the mid-20averaged temperatures since the mid-20thth century century

is very likely* due to the observed increase inis very likely* due to the observed increase in
anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations.anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations.””

(*very likely = 90-95% certainty)(*very likely = 90-95% certainty)

- IPCC AR4 WG1 SPM, Feb 07- IPCC AR4 WG1 SPM, Feb 07



Climate Prediction to 2030:Climate Prediction to 2030:
• Is it possible?

If the question is rephrased: 
Do you expect properly initialized climate model 
simulations of 20 yrs duration soon will be able 
to consistently exhibit meaningful skill in forecasting 
surface climate variations at sub-continental scales
over much of the globe?

SHOW OF HANDS PLEASESHOW OF HANDS PLEASE

Other metrics, modes of variability; 5 – 10 yr fcx; if not soon, ever?
On the other hand, “Anybody can run a model 20 years.”
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The hindcasts outlined
in 1.1 and 1.2 of the
Initial Value Decadal
Predictions MIP
Proposal developed
here this week are
designed to help
address the question of
“Is it possible”
in a coordinated
manner.
Science for Science
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Big Scientific Assessments*
• Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC)
• US Climate Change Science Program

(CCSP)
• Arctic Climate Impact Assessment

(ACIA)…
                          * Climate modelers are

                       among the authors of
                       these big assessment

                          reports
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While Science for Science may focus first on
demonstrating decadal predictability via well
designed hindcast experiments in conjunction
with observations and theory…

…stakeholders interested in Science for Policy
will look for forecasts of future conditions
regardless of the relative roles of internal
variability and forced signals.

Science for PolicyScience for Policy



On the “YES” side…

• “Recent papers have provided promising
evidence it is possible.”

• “Observations (e.g., ARGO, satellites) have
improved, as have models and assimilation
techniques, making us more ready.”

• “People are already using AR4 projections for
this purpose, so unless the initialized runs do
worse there’s no harm.”

Is the climate modeling community ready toIs the climate modeling community ready to
move from move from ““projectionsprojections”” to initialized to initialized

““decadal predictionsdecadal predictions””??



Is the climate modeling community ready toIs the climate modeling community ready to
move from move from ““projectionsprojections”” to initialized to initialized

““decadal predictionsdecadal predictions””??
On the “NO” side…
• “Don’t put the cart ahead of the horse. A better
case can be made for coordinated decadal
predictability experiments than for coordinated
decadal prediction experiments.”
• “The community needs to be aggressive, but
also careful ... if there is a rush of decadal
predictions made that are not based on very solid
grounds, the community risks losing credibility.”
• “A bad forecast is worse than no forecast at all.”
• “Concerns about analyzing drift.”



IPCC “BRAND”
decadal skill

Low                                                             High
Just more ensemble                    Great new tool .
members                                                                 .

IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATIONSIMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATIONS.



Fermenting Froth vs.Fermenting Froth vs.
Scientific ConsensusScientific Consensus

The ideas contained in individual
papers are bits of the “fabulous
fermenting froth*” of scientific
investigation.
The assessment reports serve to
distill the information and
communicate the policy relevant
bits that stand up.
(*paraphrase of Richard Alley during
Congressional Hearing of 8 Feb 2007)
WHEN AR5 IS WRITTEN, WILL
DECADAL PREDICTIONS BE
“FERMENTING FROTH” OR
RESULTS THAT “STAND UP”???



Uncertainties In Climate ChangeUncertainties In Climate Change
Projections Projections –– Long Term (2100) Long Term (2100)

Two broad types of uncertainties:
1) Imperfect models

2) Uncertainties in future forcing agent levels

Uncertainties In Climate ChangeUncertainties In Climate Change
Projections Projections –– Short Term (5  Short Term (5 –– 10  10 –– 20 yrs) 20 yrs)
Three broad types of uncertainties:
1) Imperfect models

2) Imperfect observations      (1+2 assimilation)

3)  Uncertainties in limits of predictability



…there is in fact nothing
that can be observed in the
climate system that would be
inconsistent with climate
model projections.

…if global cooling over the 
next few decades is 
consistent with model
predictions, then so too is
pretty much anything and 
everything under the sun.  

…from a practical standpoint
climate models are of no
practical use beyond providing
some intellectual authority
in the promotional battle
over global climate policy.





Is the climate modeling community ready toIs the climate modeling community ready to
move from move from ““projectionsprojections”” to initialized to initialized

““decadal predictionsdecadal predictions””??

??? To what extent, if any, is the demand
for decadal predictions influencing
judgments about our readiness to provide
meaningful initialized decadal climate
forecasts that will capture both internal
variability and forced climate signals?



Policy for SciencePolicy for Science

Gov’t support & demands for elements
related to decadal climate
predictability/prediction efforts.

• Varies by nation…
• Support and enhancement of

*observational network
* modeling resources
* research -> operations -> applications
efforts
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